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... will be sunny and warmer, high 60
to 65. Thursday night, fair, low in the
lower40s.

digan wins landslide election
lace showing
ekend, EastCl'I
ats hot when- i
r Wednesday.
lue Demons 1
well. The

Nuke-free
referendum
ushered in

RING, Unity
it executive
ts, senate

By JIM ALLEN
and CAROL ROEHM
Staff writers

s1uden1 body presidenlial candidale Mike
,clinched victory Wednesday nigh! wilh
he 1,984 votes casl.
e mixed emotions," Madigan said as he
rs from his eyes. "The students are a
gh Madigan 's challenger, SPRING
ial candidate Dan McLean, received 802
~id, "I have no regrets. I'm just glad thal I
.wi1hou1 compromising myself."
Tegan Ward, a Unity Parly candidate who
:ond lerm in lhe campus-wide election, said
proud of Madigan's victory. "He is an
choice. Mike Madigan is 1he best and
tandidale."
· 2,056 casl for execulive vice presidenl,
candidate Terese Papa received 1,009 votes.
't explain it," Papa said. "As much as I
:y parly 10 gel in, I will work wilh lhem
lflY members) and do whal I promised I
~

gh Angelynn Richardson, a former sludent
idenl, slrongly supported_ lhe Unily parly,
he wished Papa good luck wilh her posi1ion.
candidate Chrisly Wolfe won her bid for
vice president with 1,106 of the 1,934 voles
ING candidate Sharon Dallovsky received
~

exciled," Wolfe said. "I worked a long
really happy.··
ing S1uden1 Body Presidenl Floyd Akins
as happy with the results in 1ha1 race. "Like
ore, she (Wolfe) is over-qualified for the job
.o a good job."
I Financial Vice Presidenl Ann Hasara
saying lhe volers made "an excellent
She (Wolfe) will do a great job. She has

benl Board of Governors representative ,
ack, a SPRING candidale, was elected for
term, wilh 1,245 voles of the 2,097 votes
\y's Darren DeVriese received 852 votes.
Auerbach (Boston Celtics coach) smokes a
rr every viclory," Ashack said as he lit a
!m wearing my high school jacket because it
ick good luck."
(See MADIGAN, page 3)

_../
PAUL KLATT /Photo editor

Michael Madigan is embraced by a supporter in the Union late
Wednesday, moments after learning that he had won the campuswide election to become student body president. Madigan, a Unify
Party candidate, won with 1, 182 votes, compared to SPRING
Party opponent Dan McLean's 80*2 votes.

By more than a three-to-one margin.
Eastern was declared a nuclear fre~ 
zone Wednesday night.
The resolulion. whose final \Ok
tally was 1,483 "for" and 483
"against," prevenls the use or ex ·
perimentation of nuclear arms on
Eastern's campus.
The proposal was presented by
Eastern Illinois Students Concerned
About Peace. EISCAP President
Spencer Grimshaw could not be
reached for comment after final results
were announced.
Junior Robert Conway said he voted
for 1he resolution because "I'm a
Marxist.''
"And I 1hink lhe sooner 1his is over
1he belter," he said. "Somebody's got
to start somewhere."
Freshman Lori Huffmaster said she
•oted .for the proposal because, "I
think it's lime we stood up for an
imponant issue and by voting yes,
Eas1ern is showing their supporl. It's
the first slep toward acheiving peace."
Sophomore Maureen Reed also said
she voted for the proposal, but she
cited a more personal than political
rationale. "I'd rather be able to live a
healthy, long life.
However, some stud~nts said they
were not in agreement with the
resolution.
Junior Bob Shaver said, "I voted
against it. l think it's a rather
ridiculous proposition particularly
since Eastern is in no way considered a
target nor do we have any nuclear
reactors, bombs, whatever in the area.
"l just thought it was a waste of the
students' time."
Senior Gary Gleespen said he voted
against the resolution "because it's
unrealistic and unwanted. There's no
threat to bringing nuclear missiles and
weapons to campus."

,orts state Khadafy fled to desert after bombi.ngs
INGTON (AP)-The Reagan
tion on Wednesday received
indicating that Moammar
had fled his Tripoli
ers and gone into the Libyan
1vernment sources said. They
dafy might have been
in Monday night's raid.
.tion of a coup in Libya
through Washington, and
Secretary Caspar Weinberger
rts of gunfire in Tripoli could
that "there may well be some
. .who are trying to take
into their own hands."
government official, who
to be identified by name, said it
~ely Khadafy was "someplace
'ddle of the desert" and had
e within the past day.

''He has several times before gone
into the desert when things got tight in
Tripoli," the official said, adding that
there have been tensions between
Khadafy's East German-trained guards
and the regular army.
"He recharges his batteries in the
desert," the official added.
"Whether there's more to it this
time or not, we just don't know."
The sources said information
reaching Washington indicated that
Khadafy may have been wounded
during the Monday night air raids.
Khadafy ended speculation that he had
been killed with a television appearance in which he blasted the
Reagan administration for the
bombing.
Khadafy condemned the United

States and Britain for the bombing,
saying: "We are ready to die and we
are ready to carry on fighting and ·
defending our country.''
It was unclear where the broadcast
originated said the sources, who would
not be identified by name.
Gunfire in Tripoli around Khadafy's ·
headquarters fueled speculation about
factional fighting. One congressional ;
source said elements opposed to ·
Khadafy were "back in town."·
Another congressional source said the
administration had received reports of
fighting elsewhere in Libya, outside
Tripoli.
U.S. intelligence received reports
that gunfire near Khadafy's Tripoli
headquarters was not merely renewed
anti-aircraft fire from nervous Libyan

gunners.
The administration proJessed uncertainty about developments.
"We cannot confirm the state of his
health and we cannot confirm liis
actual whereabouts or whether he has
been injured," said White House
deputy press secretary Edward
Djerejian.
The intelligence information indicated that Khadafy may have been
injured, or at the very least stunned
and that his out-of-sight posture may
have been contributing to unrest there.
On the CBS Evening News,
Weinberger was asked whether
Khadafy was losing his grip on the
Libyan government.
''There are a lot of peculiar things
happening," he replied:
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Khadafy unhurt in U.S. attacks

State/Nation/World
New wilderness areas proposed
-ANNA-Conservationists are rallying behind a proposal
to declare four sections of the Shawnee National Forest in
Southern Illinois as wilderness areas, but local officials say
it could do more harm than good.
The U.S. Forest Service plan has the endorsement of the
newly formed Illinois. Wilderness Coalition, which is
working to generate support for wilderness areas ·in the
state.
But officials in Union County, where two of the four
areas are located, are urging residents to oppose the
proposal.
It recommends Panther Den south of the Crab Orchard
National Wildlife Refuge, the Bald Knob area near Wolf
Lake, 3,844 acres at Garden of the Gods and a 4,777-acre
site at Clear Springs south of Grand Tower be preserved in
their current condition until Congress designates them as
wilderness.

Farina company cracks eggs
FARINA-There's no debate to settle in this Fayett~
County town of 600 about which comes first-the chicken
or the egg.
The egg has been first and foremost since the early 1950s,
when Brown Produce Co. started on its way to become a
plant that these days cracks and processes 1.62 million eggs
in an eight-hour shift.
The plant provides about 80 full-time jobs and is the
largest employer in the village. About 10 part-time workers
will be hired for the busiest summer season and to fill in for
vacations. The annual payroll is about $1 million.
Separated egg yolks and whites are either frozen or
shipped fresh to bakeries, mayonnaise and salad-dressing
manufacturers, noodle makers and baby-food companies.
"We're one of the largest egg-breaking firms in the
country," says Larry L. Pemberton, company general
manager and vice president. "We put out about 40 million
pounds of edible product per year.
Egg shells from those millions of eggs also are a usable
byproduct. Shells are dried and spread on farm fields to
provide calcium carbonate.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Reagan administration-asserting "we're not trying to
assassinate" Moammar Khadafy-said Wednesday that the American raid on Libya could
have been avoided if the Soviet Union had
heeded requests to "restrain the Libyans" from
anti-American terrorism.
U.S. officials were assessing intelligence
concerning the condition and whereabouts of
Khadafy, who appeared on Libyan television and
dispelled speculation that he had been killed in
the Monday night raids.
Confronted with diplomatic criticism of the
raids, the administration said that if the Soviets
had acted on its pleas, authorities migh_t have
been able to foil the ·bombing of a West Berlin
discotheque, which killed an American serviceman and a Turkish woman and wounded
some 200 others.
State DeQartment spokesman Bernard Kalb
said the Soviets also were warned that supplying

SA-5 missiles might encourage Khada
risks which would force us to respon
fact turned out to be the case."
In his broadcast, Khadafy cond
United States and Britain for the bo
tack. "We are ready to die and we
carry on fighting and defending our c
said.
There was no immediate indicatio
Khadafy's broadcast was being carri
had been pre-recorded. Moreover, it c
learned where Khadafy made the broa
speculation continued that he was no
Tripoli.
Questions also were raised by repor
fighting in Tripoli near Khadafy's hea
White House deputy press secre
Speakes said he had no informati
whether a coup was attempted, an
officials in Tripoli insisted that the fl
aimed at a U.S. reconnaissance plane.

Amnesty program raises mone
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Illinois collected saved the time and trouble of arguing
$160.5 million from its two-month amnesty hearings or in court.
program in 1984, state Revenue Director J.
The two-month amnesty ran fro
Thomas Johnson told a Senate committee through Nov. 30, 1984. Taxpayers who
Wednesday.
during the grace period didn't ha
"Not only was the · program a tremendous · penalties on back taxes and were requ'
success in terms. of the revenues it raised for just half of the interest payments that
education funding and local government, it also would have been due. The departmen
added • previously unidentified non-filers to not prosecute for civil or criminal vi
Illinois tax rolls," Johnson said in the report to tax laws.
the Senate Revenue Committee.
, The amnesty program preceded the
The department still is processing returns, but of tougher laws on tax evasion.
Johnson said, "I dpubt very much if we'll collect
Money from the program that wasn'
any more of any magnitude."
local governments was earmarked for
He said department officials believe at least Most of the estimated $110 million
$120 million would have been collected regar- elementary and secondary schools h
dless of the grace period through the agency's been distributed, Johnson said.
regular auditing procedures.
Of the 27 ,500 applications for amn
But with the amnesty program, Johnson said, 7,000 were from tax payers who
the money came in earlier and the agency was returns.
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LU leader: AIDS v~ctims need civil rights, not tests
Libertarian calls metal detectors 'shocking'
iderstanding, the public's
for the victims and fear
1te to making civil liberties for
· :tims a tough battleground, a
leader said Wednesday at

Standing one story beneath Booth It took me off guard. It never occurred
Library's clicking metal detectors, an to me that this would go on at a major
Illinois libertarian leader charged that university.''
The student said she was ''used to
the machines are "shocking" personal
intrusions.
it" and said she would rather walk
Jay Miller, the director of the through the machines than have to pay
Miller, the director of ttie American Civil Liberties Union of additional tuition for the cost of stolen
Civil Liberties Union of Illinois, came to Eastern to talk on the books.
addressed testing, quaran- civil liberties implications of AIDS, but
Miller said: "You've accepted that
id rights of AIDS victims and also addressed other Constitutional your honesty is always being checked.
:k groups before about 40 subjects Wednesday.
To me, I find that shocking. We're
the Library Lecture Hall.
At one point, Miller became in- talking about a university, the sacred
very nature of the ACLU, the volved in an exchange with a female . learning place, and a lib_rary,'' the ·
'or AIDS victims-such as Eastern student who defended the place on which most universities are
·, Ind., high school student library's metal detectors. She rebutted judged, he said.
White-fits
into
their Miller shortly after he compared the
He went on to quip that if students
irk. AIDS, currently affecting machines to something out of George stole library property, the cost might
percentage of the population, is Orwell's 1984.
still be worth getting them to crack the
Illinois ACLU Director Jay Miller
1uch legal debate.
"These are erosions of our rights," books occaisionally.
1e ACLU's contention that the Miller said. "Yet what has this done to
-Jim Allen "Who're you going to test, the entire
population?"
who have contracted AIDS our psyche? What's the cost of all this?
Another proposal Miller spoke on
the same rights as other
Miller quoted medical studies sceintists will not publicly guarantee there's no conclusive test and no was consentual activity. He said the
lvise the public to place as few anything because as scientists, he said, doctor who can truly certify a patient is attempt .to control sexual activity is
impossible as well as unfare. He was
ins on AIDS victims as they can never totally guarantee AIDS free.
One big problem that faces AIDS more in favor of education in safe sex.
theories. He added, however, that
A big problem that the ACLU is also
1edical community has agreed, doctors do guarantee privately that victims is discrimination by employers
that there has been no evidence AIDS cannot be transmitted through and various institutions such as nursing concerned with is the rights of inmates
1ne contracting AIDS from . casual contact.
homes and schools and even funeral to be protected from people in
ntact. Thus, education, he
Male homosexuals, intravenous drug homes, Miller said.
authority as well as other inmates who
Miller came out in favor of would abuse them sexually.
II be the key to clearing up the users, and those relying on blood
misconceptions about AIDS.
transfusions are the three groups most voluntary testing, but he felt there were
In the foreseeable future for Illinois,
1Je are acting blindly, almost at risk of contracting AIDS. The fact several problems with any system. One he said AIDS will increase because of
thought," Miller said about that right-wing groups dislike the first problem, he said, is deciding who the lack of a cure.
:eria that has developed over two groups does not help, Miller said.
could see the results. He went on to
The ACLU was established in 1920
Miller talked of a bill currently being explain that if the information was to protect the rights of the minority by
pointed out that in most eases discussed in the Illinois General made open, severe discrimination litigation after a law is passed, Jobive years for AIDS to develop Assembly that would require all could follow a person indefinitely.
b.ying before a law is passed, and thru
·m, and because of that time, couples planning to get married to ta'ke
Miller said the ACLU is opposed to information and education on a
a test for AIDS. He said the bill could mandatory testing and raised the continuing basis.
n never be totally accurate.
effectively end marriage in Illinois as question of the cost of the testing.
~· issue of AIDS, doctors and
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Madigan

h

DAN MOUNT /Staff photographer

1ior economics major Kevin Murphy marks his student government
in choices in the Old Ballroom Tuesday morning. Unity Party candidate
•I Madigan won the race for student body president by a 380-vote

'°it

3

Ashack had said after his BOG
vic1ory last year, "Red Auerbach
never smokes a cigar until victory."
Akins said, "The experience with
BOG will remain" under Ashack.
The election results were delayed
for about 45 minutes because of the
way the ballots were made, Elections Committ@e Chairman Steve
Hogan had announced earlier.
Last year, on ly one executive
officer's name was printed on each
ballot. This year, however, all
executive officers' names were
printed on the ballots.
In the senate races, the total vote
for the off-campus district was
1,81 2. Unity candidate Lori
Lockman received · 486 votes,
beating Unity candidate Paul
Johnson's 443 votes.
Old Hat candidate Joe O'Mera
won with 427 ·votes, SPRING
candidate Daniel Beeman won with
404 votes and Independent candidate Stephen Craig Herring. won
with 340 votes.
The residence hall district's total
vote was l, 142.
Unity candidate Tim Taylor
captured 858 votes to win, Brenda
Masters won 671, Paul Lorenz won
635, Unity candidate W. Grahame
Wilkin won 795 votes and Unity
candidate Michael Riordan won 820

use votes down Nicaraguan aid .
:HINGTON (AP)-House Republicans used
· ~tactic Wednesday to abruptly stop House
.tion of President Reagan's $100 million
.an aid proposal, saying they wanted to
it from an unrelated spending bill Reagan
ts to veto.
:rats claimed the Repu~licans acted out of
1tion because they did not have the votes to
key pr~posal opposed by the White House.

trom page 1
votes.
The total votes cast for the atlarge district were 2,013.
Unity candidate Tegan Ward won
l ,240, Unity candidate Krista Leahy
won 1, 194, SPRING candidate
Darrin Bowen won 1, 148 votes and
SPRING candidate Tracy Frederick
won 1,106.
In addition, Susan Pennington
won 660 votes and Mark
Christensen won 574 votes.
"I'm proud of ·everybody on
party. I have no hard feelings,'·
Madigan said. "I ran an exit poll (as
people left the polls) and everybody
we talked to at 5:30 p.m. said they
had voted."
At least 20 percent were telling the
truth," he said.
In addition, · Eastern students
voted in favor of making Eastern a
nuclear-free zone. Of the 1,966
votes cast, E ISCAP's referendum
was approved with l ,483 votes.
Students also voted that the duties
of collective bargaining be tran_sferred to the BOG representative.
Originally, the duties were carried
out by the executive vice president.
The collective bargaining duties
include reporting to the student
body president and the Student
Senate the actions and negoitiation
of the BOG.

Correction

The Republican minority pulled its surprise by
In Wednesday's Daily Eastern News, the cartoon
voting for an amendment that would have ended the strip Doonesbury referred to James R. Harris in the
Reagan program of aiding the anti-Sandinista context of Reagan administration officials "who left
guerillas in Nicaragua-an amendment that had been office amidst charges of unethical behavior or
widely expected to fail.
criminal wrongdoing." In a Universal Press SynAs a consequence, the amendment by Rep. Lee dicate bulletin, Doonesbury author Gary Trudeau
Hamilton, D-Ind., passed 361-66 with only one said Harris should not have been included and
Republican opposing it.
apoligizes for including his name on the list.

·I

I:
I

Your tum
Take second look
at nuke-free zone

Opinion

Editor:
.
By now the verdict has been
reached. Has Eastern become a
nuclear free zone? As I write
this, I do not know. Maybe l'rri a
little late in writing, but I feel the
nffd to say something, for once.
Why? Because 1 have a cause,
a statement I can make,

Editorials represent
the majority opinion
of the editorial board

something I strongly believe in,
and that is the stopping of
nuclear arms.
As you read this, what are
your thoughts on nuclear
weapons? Do you realize that
we have the power to blow
ourselves up more than several
times over? If you don't think this
affects you, think again. Can you
understand that it is your life,
and mine on the line?
Sit down and try to imagine
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life, and the lack of it,
button is pushed. It's not a
pleasant thought, but it
actually happen, the power
already there.
Take it seriously, there
second chances when it
to nuclear weapons. The
solution is to become a
the problem and try to s
madness before it begins.

1$ :

H11"'1 ?

Divestment
.
Protest cannot
occur without
some sacrifice

Recent anti-apartheid protests at the U of
have apparently started stirring some
creative juices among Eastern students who
are interested in bringing up the divestment
issue again.
Both outgoing student body president
Floyd Akins and EISCAP president Spencer
Grimshaw are working
together to draw up
plans to protest some
$230,000 invested by the EIU Foundation
in companies with South African ties. The.
protest will probably occur in conjunction
with the April 26 Foundation meeting.
The two say that any protest conducted at
Eastern would be non-violent yet forceful.
Such an approach would lend integrity to
the protest because, as Grimshaw says,
"opposing violence with violence just
defeats the whole purpose."
While a protest at Eastern is still very
much in its planning stages, if indeed a
protest occurs, organizers will have to
decide on what sacrifices they will make.
Though Akins did not say a protest would
end when arrests began, he did say arrests
were not a concern because "the students
we're working with have cooler heads on
their shoulders than that."
That assumption may be true, but as any
good protestor knows, arrests lead to the
publicity needed _to gain momentum for
such movements.
Building a shanty town on the Library
Quad certainly would garner headlines. At
other universities, such moves have
required direct action from administrators
because shanty towns are eyesores-much
like the housing units are for some black
South Africans.
If Eastern students feel it in their blood to
protest the Foundation's investments in
South Africa, they will have to make some
sacrifices.
Whether it is arrests or simply time that
students give, getting this movement off the
ground simply takes· initiative. After the ball
begins to roll, it's hard fo stop.

Edltorl•al

.

.

Supporti·ng Reagan on Libya may cos
a few choice liberals some friends
It began only minutes after we got the news
Monday that U.S." warplanes had attacked Libya.
- Someone in the newsroom turned away from the
television set and asked me what I thought of the
attack. He was expecting moral indignation, and I
think he was a little disappointed when I just
shrugged my shoulders.
That's the problem with being a constant critic of
President ~eagan. After awhile, people start to
expect it of you.
When the United States gets involved in anything
that the president supports, you're suppc)sed to be
there to harp about how awful it is. When anything
comes up that the White House opposes, you're
supposed to immediately support it. When an earthquake rocks some foreign nation or a volcano
erupts all over some town, you're supposed to get all
huffy and find some way to blame it on Reagan.
It's a game that both conservative and liberals play.
The roles just switch every time a new ideology
steps into the White House.
So, according to the rules of the game, I am now
supposed to get worked up into a big' righteous fit
because warmonger Reagan viciously attacked a
harmless little country.
Well, as Col. Potter of M.A.S.H. once said, "It
don't wash with me." I'm sorry, but there's a limit to
how angry I'm going to get at Reagan on this one.
I know this will probably cost me a few friends, but
I agree with Reagan's actions in Libya. And if he does
it again, I may agree with him again, depending on
the circumstances.
Why would a liberal Reagan critic support a
Reagan-ordered attack on a foreign nation? Because
this conflict falls right under the liberal doctrine,
possibly more so than any conflict since World War
II.
Traditionally, conservatives tend to look at world
events from a political point of view. They talk in
terms of falling dominoes and evil communist empires. In my opinion, they too often perceive only
black and white in a world that is 99 percent gray.
It's that attitude that has gotten us into such
Reagan blunders as Grenada and is drawing us into
new blunders like Nicaragua and El Salvador. It ~so
nearly made us enemies among the new leaders of
the Philippines .

Off the record:
That's just a sample of Reagan's pathetic
affairs record in office. Here we have a man
fingers in about half a dozen potential
determined to fight what he considers
ideology even if it ,,,ean siding with killers
tators. A man who, had he been around then,
have perceived the founders of the
Revolution as a bunch of flaming pinkos, and
have ended up sending $1 00 in military
England.
· Yet, this man, whom I still consider one of
embarrassing presidents, took the initiative
against a nation not because it was com
was a threat to U.S. economic stability, but
it was killing people. If that's not liberalism,
Not being an expert on foreign affairs, I
idea whether the attack will keep Libya fr
mitting terrorist acts against innocent peo
do know that everything else has been tried
failed.
Tough talk from Reagan didn't do a thing
the loony leader of Libya from his terrorism
around his "line of death" and sinking a fe
boats didn't help, either.
Economic sanctions might have worked,
the exception of Great Britain, our Euro
were not willing to back us on that. That
choice. After all, what did we ever do for
except fight in both their World Wars, re
countries after World War II and subsi
protect them ever since?
Anyway, our options had run out, our fri
deserted us and terrorism was continuing
innocent lives and threaten global peace. It
good move, a justified move and, in many
humanitarian move.
With that in mind, it's a nice surprise that
even bothered with it.
-Kevin McDermott is editor in chief and a
columnist for The Daily Eastern M!:>ws.
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Khcidafy supports foreign guerrillas
through Libyan oil company exports

1

1ough three Charleston bars have
ered closed this weekend, only
actually close.
Ward, owner of the Page One
, 410 Sixth St., said because he
ing his nine day suspension, he
close the bar Thursday through
would not comment further
appeal, the closure or the
>ion.
Uptowner/Cellar, 623 Monroe
:nd Ike's Little Campus, 407 E.
Ave. will both be closed as
led. While the Cellar will only
Thursday through Saturday,
'ill be closed Thursday through
r Murray Choate, also the city
commissioner, suspended the
mes after the bar owners imin the January raids pleaded
court to admitting and serving
Knoop, owner of the UpCellar, said he doesn't know
1ch money he'll lose from being
Knoop said many of his
:rs have said they were upset
he· would be closed this

TRIPOLI, Libya (AP)-Col. choked streets into a modern city
Moammar Khadafy has succeeded in with palm-lined avenues.
thrusting this once-sle~py North
It also enabled him to help finan~
African backwater of less than four such diverse groups as Moslem
million people into the forefront of guerrillas in the Philippines, the Irish
Republican Army in Northern
world politics.
A mouse roaring at the lions of the Ireland, rebels in Chad and the
world, the flamboyant Khadafy rails Palestine Liberation Organization.
against American ''imperialism,''
Khadafy's far-flung concerns are
challenges France in Chad and illustrated in posters prominently
declares himself a leader of world's displayed throughout the capital
oppressed, helping fund guerrilla · since a recent conference of ingroups from Northern Ireland to the ternational guerrilla movements. The
Philippines.
posters hail the African struggle
In · the 1950s, American author against "American imperialism."
John Gunther wrote in "Inside
Libya is one of Africa's largest
Africa" that Libya would have a countries, sprawling across the
bleak future without steady, massive Mediterranean coast and thrusting
south. More than 90 percent of its
foreign aid.
land is desert, and most of its
What changed Libya was oil.
Oil exports enabled Khadafy to . population lives on a 90-mile-wide
raise living standards and transform strip of arable land that includes the
Tripoli from a seaport of mtrd- major cities of Tripoli, Benghazi and
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Show starts at 8 pm in the
SUBWAY - - admission is FREE!

.

,

111

,.

,UNIYPalTV

111 t h .. Tht'al rr

llo~dna

Join all of us at the Subway on - Tuesday, April 22, for a night of top
NIGHTCLue
quality comic entertainment coupled
with a top area rock-n-roll band. ·

This is one event that you
won't want to niiss!!

1dapltdhy '-1il.., \fa1ln<•n .

-- -.-.

Homs.
The oilfields, the heart of Libya's
economy, are located in th bleak
Sahara, where the world's highest
temperatures-up to 136 degrees
Fahrenheit-have been recorded.
In the north, farmers grow barley,
dates and fruit, and raise sheep,
goats and cattle. But with less than
six percent of the land fit for
agriculture or grazing, Libya relies
on imports for about 80 percent of its
food.
Khadafy's rise to power and international notoriety paralleled the
boom in oil prices in the 1970s. After
overthrowing the monarchy on Sept.
1, 1969, Khadafy and a clique of
young army officers that still runs the
country set out to transform the
government into a "state of the
masses."

~0 *,,,.~

(customers) understand, but
not happy about it. There's not
.ndoabout it," he said.
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LITFLB KINGS NIG
LADIES: FRE

_Showing ·

FRIDAY .
APRIL 18
6:30& 9 PM

til 9:00 _
$1 ·00 til 9:30

1

. University I
Ballroom
·Admission: •1 I

lll'1~~;;:.

.

RE•.L~NIUS
~
lpiil
~
~

"'NAVISION®
"'

A TRI-STAR RELEASE

C>1985Tri-Statl'ctu•"· 'nc. AJIR;gh!S-

•

. Students - Parents - Friends

When lt Pours
it Reigns
1405 4th St.
348-8387

•

ALLDAY
OPEN AT 11:30 a.m.
75~ MIXED DRINKS
25~ POOL TABLES
PLUS: 11:30 a.m. -6 p.m.
11.aoSEAGRAM coa
75c sorrLEBEER

Business Opportunity Available·

FOR RENT

1

I

1, 000 sq. ft. Prime Real Estate
Location: University Village
(Across from Old Main)
Newly remodeled • Available July 1

.,

II
I

I

I
l .

'2·21 PfTCHERS

*SLAMMERS* . *NACHOS*
CUBS VS. MONTREAL ON T.V.-12:35

Call (217) 345-4600 • Ask For Ira

I

5tr DRAFTS .

COME PARTY AT JERRY'S PUB

!

I

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

_ {~~

~
l~

DRAFT BEER 14 oz. 75~

J?ree
hors d'oeuvres

.

'

Mon-Thurs 5-7 pm

Carry out also availa?Ie 345-2223

Mon-Thur 10-9 pm Fn-Sat 10-10 pm

.·
.

-

DON'T HESITATE!
. I

''

..

·DO IT RIGHT NOW!·
CALL THE UNIVERSITY
B·OARD HOTLINE TO FIND
OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING.

I

CALL ANYTIME 581-5959

Low

*

Ho
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Urangers capture
ird at tactics meet
:VE SMITH
editor

item's ROTC ranger detachment
t 14 other schools to capture
place last weekend at the
in State .Tactics Meet, in Fort

,Wis.
one point in the competition
's ranger squad led the field in
but slipped after the third
ROTC Capt. Robert Frusha
1a said five phases were inin the competition. Phase I
:ed of military skills and physical
:; Phase II involved raid plantPhase III involved air assault and
· :ecution; Phase IV required the
:o set up a patrol base and set up
:ecute an ambush; and Phase V
the team on communications

COOLERS

and code words.
Frusha said after the third phase of
competition, when the team had· lost
the lead, they were a little depressed.
"We never placed before," Frusha
said about the third place finish.
Frusha said he was most impressed
with the way the ranger squad
represented
Eastern . .
The winning team was Winona State
(Minnesota), who won with a total of
474.8 points out of a possible 489.
Second place was won by University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee with a total of
469.7 points. Eastern's squad accumulated 467 .1 points.
Other Illinois universities finishing
in the top ten were Illinois State
University's fourth place finish apd
Northern Illinois University's sixth
place finish.

Tap
a unique
diversified
dance theatre
performance

Tonight • 8:00 p.m.·

ion hosts tap dancers
1stin On Tap", one of the
's only professional tap dance
.ies, will perform at 8 p.m.
1y in the Union Grand

n Fagan
cArthur
rdentoft
eff Rice
Seltzer
h Corey
estover
Arsdale
Hogan
n Suter
'Malley

Austin
On

i Swaegerman, University
s performing arts coordinator,
1e Austin, Texas-based dance
1y performs in everything from
1y boots to tennis shoes.''
perform dance variations from
inal tap to jazz, country and
, modern and classical to the
of Joe Jackson, The Manhattan

G·r and Ballroom

Transfer, Leon Redbone, John Philip
Sousa and more.
"Austin On Tap" was formed in
1984, and is in its third full season. The
company, directed by Debra Brey, is
currently on a nationwide tour of
college campuses and performing arts
theaters.
A review from The Daily Texan said
'"Austin On Tap' has enough energy,
flash, precision and style that if you
look closely you might catch a wisp of
smoke curling off their spit polish.''
Swaegerman said admission is $1 for
students and $5 for the general public.

s 1 ....;... Students w /I. D.
s5 - General Public
st - Children 12 & under
Tickets available at Union Box Office 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Visa and Mastercard
Accepted.

ChamJ!.&

Ill~~~

1986
arbler

University Village Shoe Store
Charleston • 345-3001

days only ...

-·

•

....

.

*Lowest Prices
*Great Deals
*Best Bargains

·sf

Full time 2·.·
semesters , .:,:,;;
,. ~ ~. ~':./,~,. . , . .: .-. ~' ... Free
Full time"1°Sjlllestert.sqrD:mer,,... ........... $2.50
Full tin/e !_semester.................... $5.00
Full ti6te l semester/part time 1 semester ... $2.50
Parttim~oth semesters ................ $5.00
No ~11 tim~ ~redit, students ............. $10.00
Faculty, non-students, staff .............. $12.00
..

SAVEALSO ON DRESS SHOES/
Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30
Saturday 10-5:00
. ........ --.............

"'

~

.... . .

8
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For a l~~ited time Towne Square Jewelers h ·
been authorized to offer for sale the following
fine quality unmounted diamonds at prices
far below the current retail market level.

,A.JI
L

'llCll:

BUD LITE MUGS
$1.75 50¢ Refills

Jumbo Bud Glasses
$2.50 $2.00 Refills
SO oz
All Night

All Day

r;;ATTON

~fll!!J?ll!!Yl .
Graduation

Weight Shape
Clarity
Color
j
1.04 Round
SI-2
.60 Round
VS-1
F
.58 Round
·vvs-2
H
.31 Round
VVS-2
G·
.38 Pear
VS-1
G
.28 Round
VS-1
G
.24 Round
IF
G-H
Other sizes and qualities and mountings available
"The Coles County
~
__,~
-Diamond ConnectiOn."
~wne;u
_
uar~

Jewelers

Announcements
Available

t>..-.

Ne~to
Coach Eddy's

a
· -

I l5-991e..5

THREE DAY GIANT INSTORE SALE!
Thurs.,Fri.

,

·

• All Bulk Candy 50 % off. . . .
• 30% off all Greek Jewelry

~
'
-

(Over 2,009 pieces to choose.from)

All E.I. U. glassware, mates etc. 40% off

Everything in the store is at least 200/o off .
Home of the 95¢ cigs.

(except cig., film, some candy)

BREAKFAST
7DaysA Week
Complete Breakfast
menu! -.
including:

•Pancakes
·•Omelettes
• Huevos Rancheros
•much more!

We're having a real
sale on a real treat.
Three thick layers of
real hot fudge and
crisp. crunchy peanuts
With cool and creamy
DAIRY QUEEN' soft se
in between. The Peanut
Buster Parfait:'·' Now
at your participating
DAIRY QUEEN' store.

7th and Madison 345-7427

20 State St.
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eatre revives 300-year.;,old comedy classic
By ROB LOBBES
Staff writer

-~

, Price
$2,645
$1,600
$1,600
$800
$980
$580
$520

t

RICK STUCKY /Staff Photographer

man uses religion as his scam in Moliere's classic comedy, "Tartuffe,"
be presented ate p.m. Friday in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Kathy
and Troy Mayfield work on one of their scenes during dress rehearsal.

For the first time in several years
"Tartuffe", the classic comedy by
Moliere, will be performed at Eastern.
The 300 year-old-plus comedy will
run 8 p.m. Friday through Tuesday,
with a matinee performance 2 p.m.
Sunday.
All performances will be held in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Play director Jerry Eisenhour, a
theatre instructor, described the play as
''a story about a conman who uses
religion as his scam."
He said he feels the play will appeal
to Eastern students because the story
deals with a father who tries to force
his wishes off on his children, which is
something most young people can
identify with.
In 1664 the Catholic church strongly
objected to the original version of
"Tartuffe" because of the religous
overtones they said it possessed,
Eisenhour said.
After several revisions the current
version was produced in 1669, he said.

Despite the age of the play,
Eisenhour has given it some new life by
updating the setting to New Orleans in
the late 1820's.
Eisenhour said "Tartuffe" is a
classic .often taught here at Eastern,
but people seldom get a chance to see
it.
Several members of the cast have
appeared in one of the theater
department's other three shows
produced this year. Among them are
junior Denise Carnes; sophomores Jill
Taylor and Patrick Clayberg; and
freshman Gerry Lunsford.
The rest of the cast includes seniors
Christine Tressel and Kathy Sorensen;
junior
Benjamin
·Livingston;
sophomore Michael O'Brien; and
freshmen Kevin Peters, Michael Salem,
Troy Mayfield and Robert Williams.
"It's been a long time since I've been
able to work with such a fine group,"
Eisenhower said.
Tickets, which are on sale in thr.
Doudna Fine Arts Center, are $2 for
· students, $4 for adults and $3 for
senior citizens and children.

studies.
Prices effective
thru 4·19-86
uncil on Academic Affairs
· '.er a new Manufacturing
option for the Industrial
department · and two
iroposals from the Home
department Thursday.
will meet at 2 p.m. in the
ition Arcola-Tuscola room.
Helsel, chairman of the In'echnology department, said
ment is proposing the new
option after researching the
feasability.
epartment has adequate
d laboratory facilities for the
d, because of an increase in
r of Industrial Technology
er the past few years, the
t is in the process of hiring a
1ty member, he said.
·artment has received~bout
tions for the position and
an applicant qualified to
ses in the new option, Helsel
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are presently 185 Industrial
majors at Eastern, a six
·owth over last year, and a
ease in the department is
if the new option is im' Helsel said.
new courses will be adequate
for a new program," which
act 15-20 majors initially,
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for the Residence Hall
executive positions will
at 5 p.m. Thursday in
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Vodka

for the RHA's president's
junior Mark Hetzler and
Tracy Hrbek.
currently serves as Thomas
.ell president and Hrbek is
all Council president.
have very
strong
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-rhurs~day~s

i'i\Services Offered

-

.

Digest
TV
6:00 p.m.
2-Wheel of Fortune
3, 15, 17-News
9-Ban:1ey Miller
10-Newlywed Game
12-MacNeil, Lehrer
Newshour
3~Entertainment Tonight
6:30 p.m.
2-Happy Days
3-PM Magazine
9-Bob Newhart
10-Price is Right
1 5-Wheel of Fortune
17-Newlywed Game
38-Three's Company
6:35 p.m.
5-Sanford and Son
7:00 p.m.
2, 15-Cosby Show
3,10-Magnum, P.I.
9-Movie: "Stunts." ( 1977)
Murder stalks a movie
company filming a police
melodrama in this action yarn.
1 2-lllinois Press
17,38-Riley's Believe It or
Not!.
7:05 p.m.
5-NBA Playoff
7:30 p.m.
2, 15-Farnily Ties
12-Newton's Apple
8:00 p.m.
2, 15-Cheers
3, 10-Simon & Simon
1 2-Jacques Cousteau
17 ,38-Colbys
8:30 p.m.
2, 15-Night Court
8:50 p.m.
1 2-Prairie Pathways
9:00 p.m.
2, 1 5-Hill Street Blues
3, 10-Knot's Landing
9-News
1 2-Mvsterv!

3:05 p.m.
5-Flintstones
3:30 p.m.
9-Transformers
10-Waltons
12-Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
15-She-Ra: Princess of
Power
38-Tranzor Z
3:35 p.m.
5-Munsters
4:00 p.m.
2-Jeopardy!
3-Quincy
9-G.l.Joe
12-3·2· 1 Contact
15-Diff'rent Strokes
1 7-Love Connection
38-1 Dream of Jeannie
4:05 p.m.
5-Leave it to Beaver
4:30 p.m.
2-People's Court
9-Laveme & Shirley
10-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 2-8esame Street
1 5-Jeffersons
17-Entertainment Tonight
38-Flying Nun
4:35 p.m.
5-Beverly Hillbillies
5:00 p.m.
2,10-News
3-Newscope
9-Goocl Times
15-Jeopardy!
1 7-People's Court
38-Let's Make a Deal
5:05 p.m.
5-Andy Griffith
5:30 p.m.
2,3, 10, 15, 17,38-News
9-Jeffersons
1 2-Nightly Business Report
5:35 p.m.
5-Gunsmoke ·

ACROSS
I Flaming

Gorge, e.g.
4Have-(be
on guard)
I La-, where
"Otello"
premiered
14 Stowe child
15 Martin Van
16 Wind-borne
17 Subject of this

puzzle

2tPokerpot
21 Singer Laine
22 Charlie Brown
expletive
23Fissure
24Stopover
21--me
tangere
28Slugger
32 Finial
34 Gay preceder
38 Apply anew
31W.C.T.U.
anathema
4tStopover
42 Over which
SST'ssoaT
43Entomb
45Patent
41 Two in Taxco
47 TrapshOoters'
games
41Parched
51 Stopover
55Cubitus
58Traduce
II Kind of board
12 New growth
13 Stopc>vers
II Swiftly
87 Common chord
18 Ball or bull
follower
llRowdydow
78 "Riders to the
Sea"
playwright

17 ,38-20/20
9:30 p.m.
9-INN News
10:00 p.m.
2,3, 10, 15, 17-News
9-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 2-Doctor Who
38-Twilight Zone
10:30 p.m.
2, 15-Tonight
3-M.A.S.H.
9-Trapper John, M.D.
10-Night Heat
12-Movie: "Torrid Zone."
(1940) Rugged action and
racy romance on a banana
plantation in Central America.
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati
38-Nightline
11:00 p.m.
3-Hart to Hart
1 7-Nightline
38-Sanford and Son
11:30 p.m.
2, 15-Late Night With David
l.etterman
9-Movie: "Lovers and Other
Strangers." (1970) A top- ·
notch cast stirs up laughter in
this story of a wedding about
which only the bride and
groom seem happy.
17-0ne Day At A Time
38-Jimmy Swaggart
11:40 p.m.
10-Movie: "The Rain
People." (1969) Francis Ford
Copola wrote and directed
this story of a runaway
housewife's cross-country
odyssey.
Midnight
3-More Real People
17-News
38-NOAA Weather Service
12:30 a.m.
2,3-News

13 Eagies on par 3
holes
18 "Tell-- the
Marines"
DOWN
II Coconut fiber
241.amp
I Orlops, e.g.
resident's kin
2Tono-250intment
(fruitless)
27 Rough shelter
3Stopover
21Stopover
4"Dear--"
31"Who.- 5EmieBanks
say?"
was one
31 Snipefish
tBetelpalm
32 Olympia's site
7Empire
33 Dianthus, e.g.
8 Between octa
35 Neb. aborigine
anddeca
31Actress
I Sun. talk
Ullmann
It Brecht's
"Mother--" 37 Jazz, for one
41 Sky Bear
11 lnter44 Do detective
12 Marketer's
work
must

71Mount--,
Nev.

Jackson

2
14

17
20
23

43
47

3

5

II

7

Crossword

II

48 Cousin of Mlle.
50 Dortmund's
valley
52 Comics lass
53 Eared seal
54 Ulyanov
SI Dynamite
inventor
57-cost(no
matter how)
58 Handkerchief
switch, e.g.
59 Actress Velez
A Orenburg's
river
12 Vic's radio
partner
14Bee-dee
connection
15 Pointed metal
tooth

10

11

12

13

Report errors lmmedi.tely •t 511·2112.
wlll •ppesr In the next edition. Unllll
cannot be responslble tor •n Incorrect Id
lnser11on. 0..dlln• 2 p.m. previous day.
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Roonunatcs

PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES: Quality papers,
big selection, excellent ser·
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT
West Park Plaza. 345·6331.
-------.,..---00
"My Secretary," word
processing service: Letters,
papers, resumes, etc. Call
Millie at 345-1150.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
GET A JOB FAST WITH A
COPY·X RESUME! FAST
SERVICE, LOW PRICES,
LARGE SELECTION OF.
FORMATS,
TYPED
OR
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT
207 LINCOLN. 345-6313.

NEED MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SUMMER MONTHS TO
SHARE APT. ON SQUARE.
$100 per month & low utilities.
Call Jim ANYTIME AFTER
4p.m. 345-9165.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/18
Wanted:
One female
roommate for fall-spring to
share house. Close to campus.
Rent only $115/mo. Phone
348-8922.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/18
Female roommates wanted,
summer and or fall/spring.
Close
to
campus,
· washer/dryer. $50 for sum·
mer. $100 for fall/spring. 345·
9715.
--------~00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
NEED TYPING: Papers,
Letters, Thesis; Professional
NEEDED: 1 roommate to
Secretary; Call: 345·9225.
Share nice sm. house with one
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/2
other individual. For Summer
SMYSER'S
REPAIR
and-or 86-87 school year.
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR AT
Fully furnished, Nice interior,
AFFORDABLE PRICES 208
rent very reasonable! 345·
North 7th. 348·5232.
2790.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
---~----4/17
Need
Typing
Done?
MALE
ROOMMATE
Professional Typist. Call 345·
NEEDED FOR OLDE TOWNE
2595 after 5p.m. APT. FOR FALL & SPRING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
CALL 348-5187 ASK FOR
TOM OR LARRY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Needed: Male Roommate to
Share Apt. for Int. and Sum·
mer, Low Rent low Utilities,
Need extra money? Sell
Call Greg 581-5178.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
Avon! Call 359·1577 or 1·
800-858-8000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/00
AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Reservationii;ts, stewardesses
and ground crew positions
Apartment for 4 people, 2
available. Call 1-619-565·
bedroom furnished with
1657 for details. 24hrs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
dishwasher, 1 V. baths, car·
peted throughout laundry
GOVERNMENT JOBS.
facilities, $150 each for 9
$16,040 • $59, Now Hiring.
month lease. 1017 Woodlawn.
Call 1·805·687-6000 Ext. R·
Ph 348· 77 46.
9997 for current federal list.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/29

It

Help Wanted

ti

For Ren

For 1986·87
Very nice 2,
furnished h
campus. Le
months. Call
5p.m.

HOUSE FO
SUMMER! 2
FURNISHED;
CAMPUS; 2·4
NICE;
$100.00/MON
NOW: 348-0287.
SUMMER
NEEDED FOR
NISHED, ONE
APARTMENTL:
CLOSE TO C
NEGOTIABLE.
1694.

Attention Hands mechanic:
summer employment for experienced person. Contact at
345-6544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
CAMP WSI, with small crafts
skills preferred, needed for
June-July camp, min, age 21.
Shemame Girl Scout Council,
234 S. College, Decatur, IL
62522. 217-423-7791.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23

7

Wanted

WANTED JUNK CARS WE
PAY CASH. 348-5232.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
LRK ENTERPRISES WORD
PROCESSING: Papers. letters,
theses-APA, MLA, & Turabian·
style
specialists,
PROFESSIONAL RESUME
PACKAGES 348-1513.
_ _ _ _ _ _c-R,F 4/25

A

-Roonunatcs

~IL--Classified advertisements
are a great way to show a
friend you care.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,h-00

-campus clips Pr•Engln..nng Studl• Committee will
have their final meeting of the year Thursday,
April 17 at 2:00 p.m. In the Science Building,
Room 215. Dr. N. Khachaturian, Professor of
Civil Engineering at the University of Illinois, will
be the speaker.
Alph• Phi Omeg• wHI visit the elderly
Thursday, April 17 at 6:45 p.m. in Cambridge
Court. Meet at the Rock.
RHldence Hall Auoci.tlon will have a
meeting Thursday, April 17 at 5:00 p.m. In
Stevenson Hall, Illinois Room. Elections will be
taking place. Everyone Is Invited to attend.
Associ.tlon of Honors Students will nave a
special meeting Thursday, April 17 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Library Lecture Hall. We will be voting on
constitutional amendments. All sanctioned
members must attend. If unable to attend, vote
by proxy or in the Honors Office today.
lntemlrslty Christian Fellowship wlll have
their weekly meeting Thursday, April 17 at 6:45
p.m. in the University Union Gallery.
Phi G•mrns Nu Wil~ve a meeting Thursday,
AprH 17 at 5 :45 p.m. in the Char1eston-Mattoon
Room. We will have a speaker- Barb Padgen.
Remember to dress up and to bring your
resumes. Also, Formal is almost here, so bring

your checks. Anally, bring gagProfessional Journalists/Sigma
have a meeting Thursday, Aprll 1O
In Room 207 Buzzard Building.
acclaimed movie about the ethics
nallsm, "News at Seven," will b8
members are encouraged to attend,

C•mpua Clips are published
charge, as a public service to the
should be submitted to The DBJly
office by noon one business day
be published (or date of event).
should include event, name of
organization (spelled out - no
abbreviations), date, time and
plus any other pertinent informallon.
phone number of submitter must
Clips eontainlng conflicting or
formation will not be run If submlltar
contacted. Clips will be edited
available. Clips submitted after noon
day cannot be guaranteed publlcalloll
be run one day only for any event.
be taken by phone.

...,..

t

Thursday's

Classified ads
·tt:

For Rent

_ _ _ _4/21
M FOR TWO
IN
.Y-FURNISHED
IE FOR SIX.
.. 1Y2 BLOCKS
'·6128 OR 581-

_ _ _ _4/23

ForRent

2 room furnished apt.
Summer only; close to EIU,
utilities furn. Call 345-4 7 5 7.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/23
TWO bedrooms. Nice house
or mobile home for two
students. · One mile from
campus. RENTAL SERVICES.
345-3100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
1-3
SUMMER
SUBLEASERS
NEEDED!
NEWLY CARPETED. ONLY
$75 A MONTH. VERY NICE.
CHEAP
UTILITIES/FURNISHED. 904 7th St. 3451495.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
Furnished Apt For Rent, Five
Bedrooms, Five Girls, Laundry
Facilities, Central Air, Close to
EIU, Available June 1, Lease:
9 or 1 2 month, call 345-3515
or 348-8837.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/21
2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS
needed, OWN ROOM. A-C,
laundry, balcony, NEW APTs
near union. CHEAP. Call 581 ·
2951, 581-2944, 348-7575.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/25
HOUSE 1805-11th 2-3
Bedroom Pets OK $300/mo.
Lease Deposit. Available
May/86. 345-6819 for Appt.
_ _ _ __ __ _.4/25

ti

ForRent

Mature students-extra large
nice apartment, 106 W.
Jackson. Available Aug. 16. 2
bedrooms/2 singles or couple,
dining room, laundry, lots of
closet space. $300/month
345-7286.
_ _ __ _ __ _4/21
One bedroom furnished
house and apartment. Suitable
for 1 or 2 students. 1 0 month
lease, deposit required. Phone
after 11 a.m. 345·4010, 3455016.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/00
3/3/3-3 bedrooms, 3
people, $300onth. June 1 Aug. 15. 1 v. blocks from
campus, A/C, really nice. 3457286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
FIVE GAILS,
$120
each/month 1051 7th St. ,
furnished, 3 bedrooms, A/C,
laundry, very low utilities, Aug.
16, 345-7286:
_ _ _ _ __ _ _4/21
SUMMER SUBLEASERS:
NEED TWO GIRLS FOR
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
PARK PLACE EAST, ACROSS
FROM UNION.
RENT
NEGOTIABLE. PLEASE CALL
345·451 7. NEED TO GET RID
OF-PLEASE HELP.
_ __ _ _ _ ___c4/21

ti

Report error• Immediately at 581-2812. A correct ad
will appear In the next edition. Uni. .• notified, we
cannot be re1pcpn1lble for an Incorrect ad after It• first
ln1ertlon. Deadline 2 p.m. prnlou1 day.

SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR
SUMMER OWN ROOM IN
LARGE HOUSE BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS
WITH
WASHER-DAYER, DISH·
WASHER, & MICROWAVE.
CALL MARTI 348-5004:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17

For Summer; Townhouse, 2
bedrooms; 150-month, 1,2, or
3 people. 3 month lease. 3456115.
----------'4/00
Nice 3 & 2 bedroom houses
for 4,3, or 2 occupants. Also
efficiency for 1. Available Aug.
348-1442, days.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 4/00
1 bedroom apartment- 751
sixth St. $150- $200.00 some
utilities, furnished. Call Hank,
348-8146.
-=-------3/00
Excellent furnished apts. for
four. Close to campus. Ph.
345-2777.
__________.3/00
Fall leases available: 2
bedroom 4th, 9th, 11th street.
No pets. Call 345-9606.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
SUBLEASER NEEDED! May
to August. One bedroom. Low
bills. Privacy. 1 or 2 people.
Call 345-6708.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _5/5
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2 Br. Apts., CIA, carpeted,
furnished. Available 8-17-86.
Call 345-3222, after 6:00p.m.
345·9636.
4/21
-S-::-:-:-U:-:M.,-M=E=R-S:-U..,,B:-L-::E:-A-::SERS
NEEDED! 2 Bedroom furnished
apartment.
Nice
Location. (1st St. behind the
park.) Very Reasonable Rent!!
Call 345-6186 or 581-2939.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18
1 female subleaser needed
for summer. Furnished apt..
three blocks from campus,
A.C. $100.00 per month. Call
345-9469 ask for Missy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18
1 female subleaser needed
for eight week session. Furnished apt. . three blocks from
campus. A/C. $100 per
month. Call 345-9469. Ask for
Connie.
- - : - - - - - - : - - - - 4/ 18
Apartments for men. 1812
9th St. and 21 Madison. Some
available immediately. $70.00
and up. 345-4846.
-:-:--..,...,.....,..,-----,::--4/ 18
New
Listing:
Summer
(50/mo.) , Fall, furnished.
Upstairs for 2, downstairs for
3·4. 1609 9th, 345-6800 or
581-2720.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _4/25

HIM '!/ 11111T15
111& PINK Wf!Ofie
llfS Mllf70NNll
Clel5 fJ'V ?
)

Mil~/

2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons

For Rent

ti

For Rent

Large House 4 giant
bedrooms; 1 V. bath: separate
shower room; basement; low
utilities. 348-1750.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/00
COLEMAN-SEITSINGER A·
PTS-1 611 9th St. One block
east of Od Main, excellent
location. Summer lease, $60
per person. one girl needed for
summer. Call 345-7136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
1-4 summer subleasers
needed for 2 bedroom APT. A- ·
C, laundry & the biggest
balcony on campus OLD·
TOWNE APT. CALL JOE 581 ·
5522 or CHUCK 348-0935
after 5P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/18
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS!!!
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Aprll 17, 1986,
For Rent

Classified ads
For Rent

Single room for girl, summer
Two bedroom unfurnished
only. 1 Y. blocks from E.l.U.,
Apt. for Fall; Water and gar·
$125/month util includ. 348- bage pickup furnished. For
1654.
more info call 1-543-2408.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/00
HOUSES AND APTS. Fall or
We want you to be our
summer. RENTAL SERVICES.
subleasers. Summer only;
345-3100.
.
across · form Union. Call us,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
Patti or Tina about rent, etc.
House for Rent. 1 Blk from J 345-7563.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
campus. For 6 or 7 girls. Call
Fred 348-7870.
2 Summer subleasers
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____c4/24
needed for 2 bedroom
For Rent School year 86-87.
apartment ir:i Olde Towne.
One or two bedroom and one
PRICE NEGOTIONABLE. ·Call
bedroom apartments. 415
Annie 345-7587 or Kathie
Harrison. Call 348-5032.
345-7630.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
House. 4 private bedrooms
$60 a month Summer
remodeled kitchen & bath 2
subleasers Great house on
showers fully insulated ex2nd Street. Call now!!! 345cellent condition low utilities
1472.
_ _,__ _ _ _ _ _4/22
348-1750.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/00
OLDE TOWNE excellent
FOUR GIRLS, $105 each.
2Br. 4 person Apt. 1 year May
Furnished 2 bedrooms. New to May lease or Aug. to May.
carpet. 904 Y. 7th St. 345Last Olde Towne available.
7286.
Very low utilities cable & water
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/21
included. Call 345-4370,
Two-bedrom
furnished
348-5670, 345-6039.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
apartment, near campus for fall
and spring. $300. Call 3452 Bedroom Apt. for Summer.
7171between10-11and5-7. Furnished, A/C, laundry, 2
Blocks from campus. $200.
~-------4/00
For 1986-87 school year,
Call 348-5985.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
furnished house w/ 2 apts.
Each apt. houses 4-5
Apartments 3 bedroom
students 1 block from $300/month,
Studio
campus. Call 345-3401 from $220/month.
Furnished.
7:30a.m. - 5:00p.m. After Phone 1-359-8405.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17
5:00p.m. call 345-2263 or
348-8851 .
Summer Subleaser(s): 2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
bedroom furnished Apt-close
1 bedroom furnished mobile to campus. Central Air,
home, clean & heat; water, Parking, laundry facilities. Rent
garbage, cable TV included in negotiable: call 345-1097.
rent; $160mo. 345-4508.
---~-----'4/18
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
2 bedroom mobile home,
One three-bedroom house furnished, air conditioned. Call
one block from Krackers. For 345-6052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
summer and-or fall. Garbage
and water paid. Call 345-4421
MALE
SUMMER
after6p.m.
NEEDED.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17 SUBLEASER
FANTASTIC HOUSE. Includes:
2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS 1 own room, washer and d,Yer,
BEDROOM APT. AC/LOW microwave, and dishwasher.
UTILITIES WILL SUPPLY $1 20-month or BEST OFFER.
DISHES, PANS & KITCHEN CALL KEVIN 345-2362.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
APPLIANCES. CHEAP RENT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 3481 -4 summer subleasers
0053.
needed for nice, clean, 2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
bedroom apt. A·C, laundry &
NEEDED:
Summer balcony. 1 block from campus.
subleasers for Oldetowne CHEAP RENT. CALL 345Apartments. 2 bedroom, 4
6684.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18
person. Call Mike 581-2003.
_ _ __ _ __ _.4 /18
WANTED
4
SUMMER
SUBLEASERS TOP FLOOR
OLDETOWNE. HUGE SUNNY
BALCONY. CENTRAL A.C.
FOR SALE, 1980 Avon
IDEAL LOCATION. PRICE:
CHEAP AND NEGOTIABLE.
Horizon 14X65, 2 Br, lg.
GIVE US A CALL MARK 581kitchen, bath w-garden tub,
5635. TIM 581-6135.
refrig and stove, furniture neg.,
_ _ __ _ __ _4/17
C-A, lg deck; exc. cond. 2352005 after 3 PM.
Females. Private Rooms for
_ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
summer. Rent Reduced. Near
Campus. Ph. 345-6760.
Motorcycle. 1 981-Yama_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
ha, 400-Special II, 6, 100
MALE
SUBLEASER miles, with safety helmet.
NEEDED FOR SUMMER
Excellent condition. $450.00.
348-5654.
Furnished apt., 2 bedrooms,
4/21
A/C, laundry facilities. 1st
--,f-9 _7 _8__
K_A_W-.- -K-Z-·400
month free! Call 348-5886.
_ __ _ _ __ _ .4/21
$250.00. CALL WADS 348·
FOR SUMMER Reduced 2
5253.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/18
bedroom Apartment Rent,
$130 per month, for 2 people.
A pair of speakers. 1 20
Call 348-5032.
watts each. Asking $300 or
best offer. Must see. Call 348- = - - - - , - - - - -4/22
Group of 4 or 6. Good
0775.
_ _ _ __ _ ____c4/18
houses Available. close to EIU
and shopping. References
ROMANS T-SHIRTS ARE
required. Jim or Donna Wood
HERE. ONLY $7. CALL J.R.
Ph. 345-4488.
AT 345-7143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
- - - - - = - - - - -4/24
Summer subleaser needed,
Yamaha FG 345 acoustic
Nice 3 bedroom-3 people
guitar with case. Excellent
apartment close to campus.
Cond. $100.00. 348-1578.
Call Mary. 345-1627.
-.,...,.----...,....--,--4/18
1982 Kawasaki 650 CSR
---,-,,---, - - - - - - -- 4/18
Married housing too small? 2
7 4XX miles, needs spring tune
bedroom house for rent. 345up. Runs great otherwise
6544 or 345-7678.
fairing, elec. start, back rest.
_ _ _ ___4/17
$1500 or best offer. Call 345Summer: 2 Subleasers
1026 after 1Oa.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
needed for a two bedroom
apartment in Olde Towne.
. Sturdy bunkbed loft. fits any
Negotiable. Call Steve 3680 or
dorm. Selling CHEAP! Call
Chris 2033.
5203.
_ __ __ _ _ _4/18
-=-- -- - ---·4117
SUMMER SUBLEASERS
1976 Ford Granada, Air
NEEDED FOR 2 BDRM APT.
Conditioning, good condition,
HALF BLOCK FROM BUZ$950. Call 581-554 7.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
ZARD. RENT NEGOTIABLE
345-3634.
Are you going to take the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
GAE? I have two study books·
2 bedroom furnished house;
Carol 345-6779.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
water, garbage included in
rent; Very nice. $160 each for
Bunk Bed, new. High quality
2. $150 each for 3. 345steel. Must see. Call 581 4508.
2939.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

~~----F_o_rS_a_le

~~._._ _ _ _F_o_r_S_al_e 0J
Must sell!! Dorm carpet-Best
offer:
Debbie
581-5393.
___Call
--,,_
__
_ _4/17
2522 s. 5th, Sat. 8:30-11;
Sun 2-4. Complete workshop,
power tools, socket sets;
misc. elec. items. Rain or
shine- ALL Must go!
Ho·usehold/Patio Furn: sofa
table, benches; rd. dinette set;
leather chair/otto; more!
Written bids on piano, some
Furn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.411°8
BETAMAX RECORDER FOR
SALE $250 OR BEST OFFER
CALL: 581-3132.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/18
Bunk Beds good condition
$25 Call 5789.
___,.......,..._ _ _ _ _4/21

Lost/Found

Report errors Immediately at 581·21
wlll appear In the next edition. Un
cannot be reaponslble for an Incorrect
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous clly,

<J

LOST~ Dorm key on Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
key
ring-somewhere in/around
Union. Call 5668 or send to
Carman.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
LOST TUES . NIGHT,
KRACKERS, CALVIN KLEIN
JEAN JACKET. REWARD IF
RETURNED, PLEASE AT
LEAST RETURN KEYS &
l.D.'s. 581-2137.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
LOST: BROWN AND WHITE
COLLIE
WITH
BROWN
LEATHER COLLAR ON.
ANSERES BY THE NAME OF
BUCK. PLEASE CALL 348·
8968. REWARD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

1966 Star Mobil home, 10 x
50, 2 bedroom, $800. Call ~-.
after6p.m.348-5357.
~ ' AnnoWlc~mrnt~
4/23
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL
"High STEPPER" white
AND eAFE. Join NARAL. Free
boots. Used for Flag Corp Size
referal. 345-9285.
9-$15.00. Call581-5192.
- - , - - - -- - 'c/M,ROO
--=--------4/22
ADOPTION
WANTED:
Sanyo fridge 1yr. old $85
Loving
couple, mid 30's, he,
great shape call .Mike 581MS eng./her full time Mom, 1
5596.
child 4 yrs., will provide love,
-=--------4/18
fine education, suburban home
For Sale: Dorm Size
for white infant, resume
refrigerator. $50. Call 581available, confidential, medical
2306 aod ask for Chris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
& all expenses allowed by law
pd., call friend Janis (home)
Stereo: GE AM/FM, trun·
collect 312/352-0312, or
table, 2 speakers 3 yrs. old.
attorney R. Guzman 312/762Includes 36 tapes FREE! $50
1300. PLEASE.
negotiable. Call after 6:00p.m.
348-0473-Ask for Linda.
=-~-~---'c/R,5/ 1 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/23
BAR BAND AID SATURDAY
NOON-MIDNITE
AT
KAWASAKI 100 ENDURO
SPRINGHAVEN MUST BE 21 .
MOTORCYCLE. EXCELLENT
----.,....----·4118
FOR AROUND TOWN. EX.
ALL SORORITIES-GET
COND. $350. or best offer.
READY FOR THE THIRD
CALL 348-1204.
ANNUAL SIGMA CHI/PHI
- - - - - -- --'4/H
SIGMA KAPPA GREEK WEEK
EXCELLENT
TRANPARTY THIS SATURDAY AT
SPORTATION: 1977 DATSON
THE PHI SIG HOUSE.
810,
PROFFESIONALLY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17
REBUILT ENGINE AND MANY
To my a-g brothers,
NEW PARTS. MUST SELL
Spencer, Kevin, an Rick, Good
$500.00. MARK 348-8434.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _4/18
Luck with your new offices.
You guys are super, Best of
luck in Greek Week. Love,
Lynn.
Lost/Found _ _ _ _ __ _ _4/ 17
1
Congratulations to Lisa Bero
Lost: Gold chain necklace in
and Bob Stanell, Greek Queen
Lantz weight room on March
and King!
,20.
$25
reward-no
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
questions. Call 348-5915.
Mike Sweeny, Thanks for
_ _ _ _ __ _ _4/19
PULLING us together!! Love,
LOST: Silver Cross pen in
The Tri-Sigma Tuggers.
Union, Fri. 4/11 . Great
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
sentimental value! Inscribed
Best of luck to the Alpha
with name. Contact: Kris
Garn Tuggers! DO IT!!
Gauen 5797 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
_ _ _ __ __ _4/17
Taus: Keep smilin! Let's
show everyone our winning
Lost: 4 keys on plain ring in
spirit!
Library or Life Science Bldg. If
found call Cindy 3404.
------....,.....,...,..4/ 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
SIGMA KAPPA TUGGERS!
This is the big day you've been
LOST : BLUE NYLON
waiting for!! Try your best
WALLET LOST ON SUNDAY
because we'll all be there
NEAR
LANTZ
TENNIS
cheering for you!! Let's just
COURTS. IF FOUND PLEASE
hope the other team has on
CONTACT MAIT AT 345·
their bathing suits!!
7143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ .4/17
-.,....,--..,...--- - - 4/ 17
Xi's: Let's find Cinderella's
LOST: Gold ring with opal
shoe!!
and diamond setting. Lost at
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/ 17
Greek Sing in McAffee.
Andrea, Hope to see more of
Sentimental value. REWARD.
you. You're great! K.S.
PLEASE contact Tracy at 345_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
6588.
TRISH CAVENY: You're
- . , , . . - - - - - - -4/ 17
Doing A Terrific Job with Your
LOST: Brown Tri-fold leather
New Office! HOPE TO GET
wallet, very messy! Has I.D's
TOGETHER SOON! LOVE
of Kevin Wagner. If found call
CARA.
Cow at 345-7143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/18
To one Terrific Big
LOST: 35mm Ricoh camera
Brother-SEAN O'BRIEN, I
and blue tarmanac case on Sat.
can't wait to celebrate our
night, if found please call Julie
birthdays! It will be interesting,
581 -5152.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18
to say the least!! Love ya. Your
little Sis, Mary.
MISSING FROM YELLOW
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/17
FIREBIRD
PARKED
AT
COME ON OUT TO THE
LAWSON TUES. NIGHT (4-14)
POND FOR THE GREEK
brown tape case with tapes.
GAMES-today at 4:00.
Very high sentimental value.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
Please
return .
NO
Party: Sigma Tau Gamma
QUESTIONS! Cash reward!
house Friday night.
Call Cheri 345-1307.
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___;4/21
JOHN MATISON and BOB
Lost- Brown wallet on
STANELL We R-E-L-A-Y
Campus , contains
ID .
appreciate your help! Love,
Reward-Deborah La Grasse
The Tri-Sigs.
581-2624, 581 -3410.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4/21
4/17
_ A_L_P_H_A- - - ----.GA M
Found-3 keys on distinctive
TUGGERS-STAY PSYCHED.
key ring outside of Library on
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
4/13. Please call to identify.
Brooksie, Todays the day for
Ask . for nm or leave a
all your hard wo~ ~ pay off!
message. 234-3035.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Good Luck in Sigma Pi Tugs!
I'll be there cheerin' ya on!!
Lost: Prescription reading
Love, Your Alpha Gam
glasses in tan vinyl case. Call
Tugger..
2028 or 5901 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

0
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YEAR END BEACH BREAK
only $99 for a week at Fort
Walton Beach, South Padre
lslan and Daytona Beach!
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for
more information toll free 1800-321-5911 TODAY! When
that last test is over...Break for
the beach with Sunchase!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,4/25
X-TRA ROMANS PARTY!
SAT. APRIL 19 AT ROCS. $3
ALL-U-CAN--DRINK. 9-12.
-=-~------4/18

ROMANS
SATURDAY
NIGHT AT ROCS. 9-12
ALL....:.ucAN--DRINK. Quarter
beers 1~·1 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 18
PHI SIGMA SIGMS: Let's
give it our all! The teams are
great, and HAVE FUN!
----...,-----4/17
ANN MARREN, I'm really
gonna miss you next year!
Let's finish this year the way
we said we would(?). I hope
you find what you are looking
for. Remember, I'll always be
here for you! I love ya! Your
Best Friend for keeps!!!
MARY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
PHI SIGMA SIGMA TUGS:
Don't go near the water! Good
Luck! PULL!
_ _ __ _ _ _ _4/ 17
DELTS: Keep up the tradition
of PURPLE &GOLD!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
ANGIE
STUMPH:
Congratulations on a job well
done. You did GREAT with
Greek Sing!! Your kid loves
you. Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17
The wavesters are ready!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/ 17
Jan, P.J . , P.C., and
Laura-You guys are the
greatest! Can't wait till next
year. Love-Julie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
April 22-24 under the lights at
Baker's field. Call Scott 3488220 to enter.
_ __ __ __ _.4/21
GO ALPHA PHI TUGGERS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 17
Timmy Mac You're such a
tug God. !
_ _ __ _ _ _ _4/17
Kathi Klepp~Greek Week
has arrived! Let's have fun!
Keep smiling! Love, your
Eldest Daughter.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
Lori Lockman I am so proud
of you! What the? Let's party!
Love-Julie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 4/17
A -Phi
Tuggers
Stay
Psyched!
_ __ __ _ __ 4/17
You think you're good? Enter
the Pike Softball tournament
and we'll see. Call Scott 3488220 before Tuesday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2 1
Barry Ulrich-Who does your
make-up? Congrats on winning
the air-band contest! Have a
terrific week! A-G Love,
Sherry.
_ _ __ __ __ 4/17
Audra Payton: It's about time
my other wave turned 19! Love
ya! Katrina.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
DEBBIE PANKOW! Hope
you're enjoying your first
Greek Week! I know you'll do
great in all of your events!
Thanks for the gift! You're the
greatest! P.S. Eat Something!
Love, Sherry.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
Loving, childless, young
couple interested in adopting
an infant. If know of ANYONE
considering placing a child for
adoption ,
please
call
COLLECT 309-699-6337
after 4 :30 P.M. Privacy
respected.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/23
RANDY
STEINKAMP :
Congrats on your new office!
You'll do great. Hope your
Greek Week is successful,
too. Your sis is proud of you!!
Love, Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ .4/17
ALPHA PHI TUGGERS YOU
KNOW YOU CAN DO IT!!
----..,...---,.,,.-,---4
. /17
KEGS, TROPHIES, and
COMPETITION-the time is
now to enter the Pike Softball
tournament. Call Scott 3488220.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _.4 /2 1

Riders wan
Tripoli, Libya.
3p.m. 4/18/
persons meet
Library where
was held. See
military sites!
campus to c~
of Death.

ALPHAG
realize the
hours you
past several
will be pulling
way. Way to go
your sisters.

BEER,
BELLIGEREN
NOON-MID
SPRINGHAVEN.
TICKETS AVPJ
UPTOWNER.

Thursday's .

Classified ads
·emen:~<J Announcements

Report errors lmmedlately at 581·2812. A correct ad
wlll appNr In the next edition. Uni"• notified, we
cannot be r"ponslble tor an Incorrect ad after Its first
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. prewlous day.
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'<)._:Ann-ouncements < J Announcemen1s . ~\ Announcemen1s <::J~ Announcements

Darrell Reid, Hi Dad! Let's
party soon. Love ya Kathy.
-,..,----~-,_..4/17

Liam, the past 8 months have
been the best ever! Thanks for
putting up with me lately. I love
you! Lynn.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _....4/17
Congratulations to SIGMA

CHI
and
PHI
SIGMA
SIGM·A-Greek Sing '86

Winners!!
__________4/17
TARTUFFE tickets on sale
now at lhe Fine Arts Ticket
Office. Phone 581 ·3110 for
reservations!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
If you like comedy, don't

TARTUFFE at the
University Theatre beginning
April 18!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

miss

GREEK SING COPIES
$10.00 If you bring tape.
$16.00 If I furnish tape. Great
Idea for Mothers Day or just for
memories. Call 348-7568 ask
_ _ _ _.5/5 . for Lary. You'H LOVE It.

-------·4/18

SATURDAY AT ROC'S:
ROMAN'S PARTY. $3.00 ALL·
U·CAN·DRINK 9·12. Quarter
beers 12·1. Romans T-shirts

only$7.
4/18
_,P__H_l"""SIG~M-A,....,.SIG~MA,.-:~GOOD.
LUCK IN THE GAMES!
.
------.,...-:4117
Happy,

Happy

Birthday

AWSON HeERONI love,
Becky.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17
POT PIE GIRL, HAPPY 20th
BIRTHDAY! We Love you, H·P
mid
_ Double
_ _ H·P.
_ _ _ _4/17

COLOR ANALYS1S Went to
look fabulous *1d make a great
imp! Biiion? Diecover how
color makes lhe dlffei ence in
your wardrobe *1d cosmetic8.
Special ciassea for men al90.
Call 348·5863.
------~4/17

Sigma Tua Gmnma would like to see an Greeks Friday night
at Ol.I' houae for u. and
frollcklng.
_ _ _ _ _ ___.4/18

Speedy-This Is crazy, this is
crazy! 2001 is not that for
away. Please stop making me
BLUSH. Good luck (I think). I'm
confused. Catch ya later. T and

H.

-------,.--4/17
ALPHA
GAM
TUG
TEAM-TODAY IS OUR BIG
DAY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

FMA Picnic Sat. 1 :00 4·19,
9th. All members
welcome.

1434

-::::---~----·4118

Congratulations
Lauren
Schuette on getting Greek
Queen nMmer up!! Love your,

TRI
SISTERS.
_ SIGMA
___
_ _ _ _4/17
Scott Stelnkanp Congrats on
all you numerous honors. Keep
up lhe good wotk this week.
YOIX
sis_
loves
~y.
__
__
_ _ _.4/17

University SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT Sponsered by
Sigma Pi, April 26 Sat.• 27
Sun., 1st, 2nd, 3rd place T·
BEER,
BANOS,
SHIRTS & 1st TROPHIE. Lantz BEWGERENCEI SAT. NOON15, 35 per temn. Call Msk \ MIDNITE AT SPRINGHAVEN.
348-0007 or Ted 345-9523 MUST BE 21. TICKETS
for details.
AVAILABlE AT THE UP·

-=---------,,...4118

Stephan le
Silke,
Congratulations on making
cheerleadlng and getting
Greek Sing for next yest Way
to go! love, your kid, Natalie.

TOWNER.
4/18
_H_A_TS
__OFF--l'"""O-THE.......--ALPH-A
GAM
TUGGERS!!
__________
4/17

-------.,---=--'.4/17

GOOO LUCK In canoes
today girls. Rock lhe boat *1d
padde your way to victory.
Love, your ALPHA GAM

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/17

Sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/17

PHI
SIGMA
SIGMA
CANOES: The pond awaits
you! let's go get 'em!

SIG KAP TUGGERS, today is
our big day. Let's make all our
hard work pay off. I know we
can do it. (P.S. Whose cooking
dinner next?) Love, Laura.
--,,.-=--'--=-=~~,,..,...._,.4/ 1 7
CINDY SOEHNUN You've
done a great job pledging and
you're
finally
active,
CONGRATULATIONS!!! Keep
up that No. 1 Phi Gamma Nu
spirit. Love, your Mom Donna.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

BALLOON-A-GRAM SPECIAL THIS WEEK-A SEAR
HUG 80-K. DEL $5.99 UP UP
& AWAY BALlOONERY 1 503
7th 345-9462.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/ 17
COME!

ENJOY!

CELEBRATE! at Celebration
'86 • Tenth Annual Festival of
lhe Arts on campus April 24·
27.
4/18
-,PH:----1-SIG
____M_A_,SIGM:-:--A---'TUGS
TEAM: GOOD WCK! You've
worked hard, let's pull 'em in!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17

GRADUATES

LUCKETT FORD

HAS YOUR

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT FROM
FORD
CREDIT
,. PLUS $40010WARD
THE PURCHASE OF A NEW FORD

.L.-

It's Easy To Qualify
• You must receive at least a
bachelor's degree or a state RN
license between October 1,
1985 and September 30, 1986.
• You must have verifiable
employment that begins within
120 days of your qualifying
vehicle purchase at a salary
sufficient to cover ordinary liv·
ing expenses and your vehicle
payment.
• Your credit record, if you
have one, must indicate pay·
ment made as agreed.

These Vehicles Are
Included In The Plan
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP,
Tempo, Mustang, }hunderbird
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II,
Ranger, F-150 & F-250
The amount of your pre·
approved credit is determined

0\.\.E.Gf C

c.; , . .

li>-1

$ •• IS ()"
2~~

by the qualifying vehicle you buy,
and you are eligible for the $400
directly from Ford even if you
don't finance your purchase.
Make your best deal and you can
use the $400 toward your down
payment or get a check from
Ford after the purchase or lease.

Hurry. If a vehicle is not in
dealer stock it must-be ordered
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of
all vehicles must be taken by
August 31, 1986. See your par·
ticipating dealer for complete
program details.

f'T'I

LUCKETT FORD
Ford Motor
Credit
Company

1 31 2 N. Keller Drive
Effingham, Illinois . ., . . FORD
(21 7)342-3929 .

j

Thursday, April t 7, t 986
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$1. 99

Mo1n;:~at

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE

801 W. Lincoln
345-3 1 1 7
open Daily t I -9

I. •

FREE DRINK

:

WITH MEALI

I

••

I

• Chopped Sirloin
• Steak-n-Stuff
• Fish Platter
• Steak-n-Mushrooms
Chicken -·fry.Steak

1

I
I

OPEN
SUNDAYS I

PLEASE \TAKE NOTICE that the Ordinances of th
City of Charleston provide that it is unlawful for an
owner or person in control of any lot within the Ci
of Charleston to allow or per!llit weeds or grass t
grow in excess of eight inches (8") in height.
For additional information contact Jeff Finley at 3454741.

EVERYDAY

Thursday
April 17th .

50'

=

=
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

SUSAN JACKSO
on making the
cheerleading team.
Love, yo
AlphaGam

,, some o
erroom
jersey
re donn
eday.
part o

/IPRll fOOl'S DAY
Guess whds going to be
the life of the party?
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

TOMORROW!

ch Al
pt and
the

(!!I .

7:00 AND 9:00

STARTS FRIDAY! --A SfEVEN SPIELBERG FilJvt

Keg Delivery Service
345-5117

_April is Page One Month

Package Cocktail Hour
All can 6 pks.
in stock - - 2 38
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.

0
"O
0

Congratulation

STARTS FRIDAY!

PUBLIC NOTICE

~(Orie~ .·

I
I
In

Alice Walker's Pulitz.erfrize Winning Story IPG·BI

Number yourself
with our FREE
numbers

TOMORROW!

7:15 PM ONL y

16ozDRAFTS Use our heat press
and your own shirt!
8- close

50¢ Rail Sours and Collins for ladies and wine at main bar.

LIVE
BANDS:
·

Thursday . ...... . .. Blurred Vision
Friday . ............. Blood Sport
Saturday . . ..... . ... The Romans

111111 CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 111111

TOMORROW!

5:00 • 7:00 • 9:00

A WORLD FULL OF MAGIC, WONDER AND D

LEG EN

fiir-J
~®
~

I

SoundtrKkAY.ii.bleon

MCAlleco1dund~

I CC!DDUl\'Sl'IN0!

STARTS FRIDAY!

1<SELECTEOT>£•TIOES

9

~~-

5:00 • 7:00 • 9:

· c heck an the latest scor
;in the Sports section!
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stern gridders stress team concept, unity
d of the day offers - - re than the routine
1e observation tower at the practice field for
m's football team could just as easily be
en as a prop for 'Password Plus' these
,played on the tower, where players walk
n their way to and from practice, are words
as pride, leadership, hustle, attitude and
ness.
fact, some of those players walking out of
:lockerroom don't wear the traditional
red jerseys. Instead, the six elected
· s are donned in white jerseys bearing the
of the day.
all part of a new system designed by
n coach Al Molde and his staff to promote
ncept and unity.
tting the team to play as a unit is
1ount to our success," Molde said. "We
had a lot of talent, but we needed to
p that as a team."
Panthers were also stocked with talent at
iint last year, only to come back in the fall
disappointing 6-5 campaign.
takes ability, but some coaches say the
1aspect is 75 percent of the game," Molde
'The team that thinks it can do it, can.''
that, the coaching staff decided that
's practices would be more than blocking
wind sprints and scrimmages. Thus
the "key word" approach.
e analyzed where we thought we were with
irogram," said Molde, who begins his
season at the Panther helm, "We felt we
to develop unity and came up with what
t are the important factors in developing

LEE PROVOST I Staff photographer

Panther wide receiver Roy Banks displays the
word of the day (Attitude) in a recent spring
practice while coach Al Molde stresses a point.

This method of sports psychology has been a key
component in helping the team prepare mentally
for next season.

it."
In addition to displaying the key word, Molde
and the coaches center their talks around the
word, emphasizing its importance and the team
concept.
"Each word is important in its own way,"
Molde explained. "We stress the different
components and try to generate awareness in a
particular aspect.''
The system appears to be catching on.
"Tile biggest thing they're trying to emphasize," said quarterback Sean Payton, "is that

all these things (words) come with the team. The
great teams all have those qualities.
"It's helping us accomplish what we need in
terms of team unity."
Strong safety Bob Bronaugh, a mainstay on a
defense looking to solidify itself, is encouraged
by the new attitude the system has brought to the
team.
"We're closer as a team and doing things
better this spring," said Bronaugh. "It's brought
our team closer together with a whole new
different attitude."

; Ditka supports
Junior Don Carstens, in the No. 4
U.S. retalliation
position, said he hopes for a successful
home match.
"I have been working hard on my ag·ainst Khadafy
forehand. If we don't beat those guys

ers challenge IU-PU with 2-4 reco~d

:00
ALL SHOWS

BEFORE 6PM
DAILY

the No. 2 position, "should get a wiµ
here," Bennett said.
days of practice between
Anderson, who lost his fifth straight
tern's men's tennis team singles match over the weekend, said
iana University-Purdue he is "looking forward to playing some
1t 2 p.m. at Wtller Courts.
tough tennis because we're going to
1thers are coming off a 1-1
meet tough schools at Davenport."
Principia College where
A quadrangular with St. Francis, St.
Bradley 5~4 and fell 5-3 Ambrose and Marquette at Davenport,
Iowa is the next road trip for the
'currently has a 2-4 outdoor Panthers on Friday and Saturday.
including their spring trip
Instead of practicing on Tuesday,
and Alabama where they the Panthers watched the Lady
Panthers in their match against
:e having an average Bradley.
ach John Bennett said,
"They saw what the women did right
IU-PU. "(John) Suter is and were saying to each other 'That's
1ve a tough match."
what you need to do,"' Bennett said.
ohn Suter, in the No. l
In other sil)gles play, junior Mark
·11 likely play IU-PU's Ken Matijasevich will likely be playing in
the No. 3 singles position due to senior
er players in our lineup · Scott Simon's elbow injury.
.vored if they (IU-PU) have
"The No. 3 spot is a little tougher
1eup as in the fall," Bennett than No. 4. But, it's good experience
for me right \?efore conference,"
Jon Anderson, playing in Matijasevich said.

TED's gon~, CRAZY

CHICAGO (AP)-Coach Mike
Ditka doesn't plan to let rising tensions
between the United States and Libya
affect plans for an exhibition football
game in London between his Chicago
Bears and the Dallas Cowboys, league
officials say.
"I wish I had a machine-gun on the
plane," Ditka said. "To me, it's silly. I
agree totally with our country and our
actions. I don't have any qualms about
it. ••
Asked specifically about terrorist
threats in London, he said, "That's
OK with me. I love it. What are they
gonna do'.? Bomb the stadium?"
Dallas general manager Tex
Schramm was more cautious.
"It's a whole new ball game,"
Schramm said, referring to the U.S.
bombing of Libya on MondaY.

t'Tonite!! All college Nite!

GREEK WEEK Activities

Are you Broke?. . .
hen win at the Giveaway-drawing.

3:00.-4:00 Canoe Races
4:00-5:30 Tugs

s5oo Bills, T-Shirts, Hats, and "Teddy" Bear

n!

9-0, I'll be disappointed," Carstens
said.
Senior David Brown, with the best
personal record on the team of 11-2,
will play in the No. 5 position.
Freshman Craig Mentzer will likely
play in the No. 6 singles position.
In doubles action, the No. l duo of
Suter and Anderson hope to ''play
some good tennis,'' Suter said.
"We feel confident that we can do
well not just against IU-PU, but for the
rest of the season," Suter said.
The No. 2 pair of Brown and
Gumplo, who beat Bradley last
weekend 7-5, 6-3, will also see action
Thursday .
Carstens and Matijasevich, in the
No. 3 ~oubles position, coming off a 63, 6-2 win over Principia, will also play
against IU-PU.

5

•-Old Style
•-Popcorn

'-Hot.Dogs

60

-Screwdrivers
... -Fuzzy Navels
•-Blue Tail Fly

-all flavors schnapps

50¢ Admissi()n •Live D.J. Super Bill & Lerch

BANQUET ~ Dynasty Inn

7:00 p.m.

~

ster
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Panthers $Urvive co_ld in Illinois State swee
By TIM LEE
Staff writer

- ~~~~~~~~~~-

Eastern' s double-header with Illinois
State Tuesday afternoon resembled
football more than baseball. It was
high-sconng and cold.
The Panthers (19-16) swept the
Redbirds at Monier Field 6-5 and 10-9.
The teams combined f~r nine
homeruns on the day.
Panther coach Tom McDevitt played
down the wind and cold as factors in
the high-scoring games.
"I don't think the weather had that
much affect," McDevitt said. "I'm
worried about the pitching, we lost a 60 lead (in the second game). At least
our kids hit the ball well."
McDevitt's praise for his hitters may
be too light as the Panthers led the
entire first game, and stormed back in
the se-cond to take the win.
The Panthers also had a 6-0 lead in
the first game on the strenghth of a
two-run homerun by Mike Rooney in
the second. The lead was slowly
whittled down to one run, a margin
that was nearly overcome.
Eastern pitcher Bill Jose, 2-5, picked
up the win although only lasting
through the fifth inning when he gave
way to Mike Steinkamp who recorded
• the save.
Steinkamp entered · the game with
two outs in the fifth and got the only
batter he faced in the inning to. ground
out. He shut down the side in the sixth
but ran into trouble in the seventh as
the Redbirds put two runs across with a
double and a home run.
Steinkamp gave up another single
and Redbird third baseman Frank
Mustari hit a fly ball to the deepest part

,Bird, Jordan
'should highlight
first-roqnd game

Foot injury
benches Sterioti

.

Ea_stern second baseman Rick
Sterioti went down with a sprain on the
outside part of his ankle Tuesday
afternoon while walking down a flight
of stairs. The injury should keep him
out for a couple of weeks.
''I was running down a flight stairs
and twisted it over on a landing,"
Sterioti said. "I'll be out one to two
weeks. I won't be playing this weekend
and we'll see how it feels after that."
The junior was hitting .340 when he
went out and had been on a recent hot
streak raising his average 15 points . in
the last eight games.
The injury was one of long series of
injuries that have befallen the squad
this season.
"We could be batting 1.000 in the
injury league,'' McDevitt said.
_of the park and ended up harmless in
the glove of centerfielder Kevin Smith.
In the -second game, both teams
picked up the pace by knocking out
seven home runs, three by Eastern.
The Panthers raced to a 2-0 lead in
the first inning on back-to-back
ground-rule doubles. They added four
more in the third when Redbird hurler
Dan ·Wheeler hit Tim Torricelli and
walked Bernard Holland. Third
baseman Stan Royer followed with his
·s econd home run of the season and
fourth RBI of the game. One batter
later, second baseman Dave Snider
added a solo home run.
·

Eastern second baseman Dave Snider turns for the throw in t
double-header sweep Wednesday over Illinois State at Monier Field,

Eastern lost their lead in the fourth
and fifth innings as the Redbirds built
eight hits and four home runs into a 9-6
advantage.
The Panthers tied it in their half of
the fifth and won the game in the sixth
when Torricelli hit a one-out double
and Holland followed him with the
game-winning single.

"Bernie and Torri (Tor
came through for us today,
said.
Holland added, "I was
something off speed, a
looking to make contact.••
Eric Hillman, 4-3, pick
in relief Jf starter Jim Wil

·Softballers gain more momentu111 wi
1-0, 2-0 double-header sweep at De
By JOHN STROUD
Associate sports editor

"Our hitting is really starting to drive triple by Lendvay a
come around at just the right time," McCarthy for the RBI.
"I believe a lot of team
ffrst-year coach Janet Marquis said.
"We swept a pretty good team today in stand up and take noti
DePaul. They have a 19-8 record which nO\'.' that we're ranked s
includes wins over Illinois State and · Mideast (Region)," MJ
'.'I'm anxious to open a
·
lQwa State.''
Karcher came back to take the conference double-he
pitching win for the Panthers in the Drake and Northern low
The Panthers host
second game to improve her record to
p.m. on Friday and ret
4-3.
Senior Trice Keil singled in the for twinbill with N
fourth to get the ball rolling for . starting at l p.m.
Eastern currently lea
Eastern. After a single by senior
Tammi Rettig, sophomore Angel Conference with a 3-1
Lendvay sacrifice bunted to advance week off from conferen
pinch-runner freshman Amy Grodeon Panthers' only Gateway
the hands of pre-se
and Rettig into scoring position.
The stage was then . set for Bradley.
sophomore Brenda Jackson's single to
Drake (3-5 in Gatewai
score Grodeon.
place while while Nort
The Panthers ·added an insurance is in 10th.
run in the fifth behind a left-field line-

BOSTON (AP)-Michael Jordan is
CHICAGO-Eastern's softball
back, Larry Bird's never been gone and
team
continued to open eyes Wedtheir individual bri°lliance will be a
nesday
with a double-header sweep at
crowd-pleasing sideshow to the Boston
DePaul
shutting out the Blue Demons
·. Celtics' first-round NBA playoff
. matchup with the underdog Chicago in both games, 1-0 and 2-0 .
The Panthers' (17-8-1) No. 1 pitcher,
Bulls.
sophomore
Zam Mogill, threw a one"Michael's ·definitely one of the
hitter
in
the
first game and struck out
· most talented players in the league,":
11
batters
to
kill DePaul's offensive
Boston guard Jerry Sichting said
The
win
improves Magill's
attack.
Wednesday after practicing for
13-5-1
on
the
season.
record
to
Thursday night's opener here .. "He has
Eastern's
sole
run
came
in the sixth
lo have a few more great years,
Panthers'
leading
hitter,
when
the
though, to be considered in Larry's
Jo
McCarthy
(.370)
freshman
Mary
class."
\
•
The current year nearly was a wasted singled to start things off. Junior
one for Jordan. He missed 64 games Kathy Range then sacrifice bunted .to
wirh a broken bone in his left foot and advance McCarthy and set the stage
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·Sports psychology?
Eastem's football team has added a new
spring practices using daily .motivaf
prepare the Panthers for next fall.

